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PREFACE

In 1986, after a thorough review of educational goals for Saskatchewan

schools was completed, the Department of Education published its findings and

reommendations in the report Program Policy Proposals. A key recommendation

was to inomppurate the following six categories of common essential learnings

into all courses of study offered in Saskatchewan schools: communication

skills, creative and critical thinking, independent learning skills, numerical

and quantitative literacy, personal and social skills and values and

technological literacy.

Each category includes those skills, attitudes, and processes deemed

necessary for functioning in society no mater what students choose to do after

completing their elementary and secondary school education. A major

responsibility of schools will be to ensure that all graduates are proficient

in these common essential learnings regardleis of their program of study.

The report offered only a small number of examples of what each category

might entail. For technological literacy, for example, the major focus is on

the interaction between science, technology, and society. In this sense, the

report is in agreement with several of the reocemendatiore; made in the Science

Council of Canada's Report #36, Science for Every Student, which strongly

advises that science curricula incorporate this focus also. The proposal to

include these interactions, where feasible, in all core subjects is an exciting

one indeed.

The focus of this paper will be on the common essential learning,

technological literacy.

(i)
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Technological Literacy

Introduction

Hephaestus, the Greek god of fire and inetalwarking, had a
pronounced limp. Entrusted with the development and
maintenance of many key technologies, Hephaestus was
responsible for keeping society running smoothly and
perfectly. Yet he was, ironically, the only imperfect
umber of the pantheon of classical gods . . . As in
Hephaestus himself, the power and versatility of technology
are often marred by crippling defects ;Norman, 1981, pp
15-16).

It is well known that during the fifties and early sixties, a sense of

technological optimism reigned. This optimism was based essentially on the

notion that technology held the key to prosperity. The manifestation of this

optimism was seen in concrete benefits to segments of North American society:

improved clothing, housing, health care, comatinications and so on. Technology

became the focus of public homage.

Curing the seventies, however, and continuing to the present, there has

developed a sense of ambivalence towards technology and its social role. Many

of the products of technology are no longer received without question.

Vigorous debate has centered on issues as varied as genetic manipulation,

nuclear engineering, air pollution, and agribusiness. Such debate places an

onus on the population to attempt understanding of complex issues involving

technology and its social uses. Understanding the social issues surrounding

technology requires that people be technologically literate. In other words,
they must examine both the god and his limp.

A Meaning for Literacy

As Emig (1983) suggests, a possible yet incomplete description of literacy
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would be "the ability to comprehend, through reading the texts of others, what

is new information,' (w. 172-173). Such a perspective ignores the genesis of

the text it feels worthy of attention. Staying inside another's text may force

one to accept another's meanings. Such intellectual docility may well serve

any political or religious majority.

TO complete the description, one must include writing. The process of

writing demands that the writer move from the external (handwriting and

=Tying) to the extraordinarily internal (authoring; namely, the revision of

inner speech). This latter act is the result of synthesis and is original. In

practice, writing is prthably all these things. COMbining reading with writing

Should, then, be a freeing activity, which removes one from the singularity of

others' ideas. Thus literacy gives one power, i.e., one is empowered in one's

culture and may be able to move beyond it to create new, more powerful cultural

forms if one is literate. It does this by sponsoring thought and imagination

about alternatives. The key result of literacy is this empowerment.

A Meaning for Technology

Technology has become a catchword with a confusion of meanings. Kline

(1985) attempts to unwrap these meanings. He starts with common usage; namely,

that technology is hardware. Eyhardwarehemeans all non-natural objects

manufacharedbyhumans.

He then describes the second most ccumm usage, that of technology as the

process of manufacturing the hardware. Eline argues that this descriptor must

include all elements necessary to manufacture particular hardware. These would

include people, machines, resourtsts, as well as the physical, legal, economic
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and political environments. He labels this the sociotechnical system of

manufacture.

The third perspective, suggested by Kline, is that of technology as

"know -how". "Know-how" is the information, skills, processes and procedures

for acccaplishing tasks. These three usages, he claims, form the ccomon view

of technology.

Kline gces on to argue that these three usages are inadequate. He suggests

that a fourth usage is necessary to give purpose to the manufacture of

hardware. This fourth concept he labels the sociotechnical system of use. It

contains the hardware and people necessary to achieve the purpose of extending

Inman capacities. As an example, says Mine:

. we embody automobiles in a system of roads, gas
stations, laws for ownership and operation, rules of the
road, etc., and use the combined system (the autos plus all
the rest) to extend the Inman capacity for =vim ourselves
are our possessions about . . . transport (p. 216) .

Thus, without a sociotechnical system of use, the manufacture of hardware has

no purpose. Kline elaborates further by stating that "sociotechnical systems

of manufacture and sociotechnical systems of use form the physical bases of all

human societies past and present" (p. 217). This pattern of purposeful

innovation in sociotechnical systems distinguishes humans from other animals.

Kline concludes by saying that "few topics are more basic . . . than an

understanding of the nature of sociotechnical systems and the pattern in which

we humans use them to create the physical bases for our societies past and

present" (p. 218).

With Kline's descriptors in mind, consider a model for technology proposed

by Pacey (1983). To expand the model past the merely technical, he alters the

8
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term to become technology-practice. The term encompasses the technical

knowledge, as well as the organizational and cultural aspects of technology.

The technical knowledge appears to be synonymous with Kline's hardware and

9oNow-howu.

The organizational aspect is most crucial to the politically minded. It

represents public policy and its resultant administration, the activities of

engineers, designers and technicians, the needs of unions, as well as users of

the technology. This is quite similar to Kline's sociotechnical system of

manufacture.

For those interested in ideological issues, Pacey's model offers the

cultural apsect of technology-practice. This aspect focusses on the ideology

of progress, habits of thinking in technical activity, values of engineers, and

ethical codes. This may reflect many of the ideas in Kline's sociotechnical

system of use.

The entire model is presented diagrammatically in Figure 1:

(FIGURE 1 FITS HERE)

The combination of these ideas results in a definition for technology-practice

which will be used throughout this paper. Technology-practice is "the

application of scientific and other knowledge to practical tasks by ordered

systems that involve people and organizations, living things and machines"

(Pacey, ph 6). A person understanding technology-practice would be well on the

road to being technologically literate.

Technological Literacy

If one combines a knowledge of technology practice with the resultant

empowerment arising because on is literate, what is one empowered to do?
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Fran Arnold Pacey, The Colture of Technology, p. 6
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One is empowered to imagine alternatives, rather than being confined to others'

ideas. The mind can construct "possible worlds inhabited by possible others"

(Emig, p. 177) . The mind might imagine "alternative social, economic and

sexual structures and arrangements . . ." (Emig, p. 177) .

A technologically literate person has the per and the freedom to use that
p o w e r t o e xamine and question:

1. the Ideas of progress through technology,

2. appropriate to

3. benefits and costs of technological development,

4. eocacsic modals involving technology,

5. the personal decisions involving the mrensption of the products oftectincaogro and

6. the decisions made by the managers of technology as they shape the
application of the tedxxxiogy.

This list is merely an couple of the areas in which a technologically

literate person would be empowered. This empwerment would enable such a

person to be more critical about technology. Being critical must never be

confused with being anti-tecbnology. Rather, being criticl about technology

means having the intellectual skills to examine the pros and cons of any

technological developnent, to examine its potential benefits, its potential

costs, and to perceive the underlying political and social forces driving the

development.

Technology aid Science

The traditional view of the relationship between science and technology saw

science as the producer of knowledge for its own sake and technology as the

consumer of that krymledge in order to produce items to better our lives. In

11
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this hierarchical perspective, science discerned new aspects of the world, and

technology put these disoavcries to good use.

This view does a great disservice to both science and technology. It should

be viewed as either woefully inadequate or totally misrepresentative of the

relationship between the two. Exmnine each of these difficulties in turn.

Contemorary view of science and technology. The model of technology-

practice presented earlier is a contemporary view. The three components

technical, organizational, and cultural - interact in a managed way to achieve

social purposes. How this management occurs will be discussed in the section

on technology and social change; nevertheless, technology is definitely a

social institution.

But what of science? The traditional view sees science as the producer of

knowledge about the natural world. It has all the philosophical aspects of the

discovery model, where individual scientists make discoveries which are

eventually published in scientific journals. But science is a human activity,

and all human activities have personal and canmunal aspects as well. Ziman

(1984) ccObines the three dimensions of science - knowledge, person, and

cramunity - to create the scheme represented in Figure 2.1

(FIGURE 2 FITS HERE)

Thus science is a social institution which will then be connected to

various other social institutions such as education, government, business, and

11t is quite possible to replace each of the terms in Figure 2 with the terms
used previously to describe technology-practice: knowledge becomes technical,
a blend of person-carmunity becanes organizational., and cammmity becoines
cultural.

12
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From John Ziman, An Introduction to Science Studies, p. 9
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the military. What makes it a unique social institution is that its social

role is, as a matter of routine, to extend and modify knowledge. Its role is

to change knowledge rather than preserve it.

The relationship between science and technology. The hierarchical notion

that technology is applied science is incorrect. Technology can exist without

science just as science can exist without technology. However, it appears that

the two can make more rapid advances working together. Therefore, a

symmetrical model is more appropriate. In this model, technology is not

applied science. Nevertheless, recent research (Fleming, 1987) suggests that

at least half of the graduating high school students in Canada believe that

tedhnolcgy is applied science unless specifically asked to differentiate

between the two. Without these specific instructions, in all those cases where

such a differentiation would be helpful, students adopted a science-primacy

position. An extension of this research to undergraduate science students

(Fleming, in press) shows their beliefs to be nearly identical with those of

the high school graduates. Thus, it can be seen that students at many levels

of education do not know that technologyhas its own cultural resources. In

other words, technologists apply technology just as scientists apply science.

Avery important implication of this was described in 1976 by DiOes (cited in

Barnes & Edge, 1982):

. . . the state of science sets no necessary constraints on
the possibilities of technology, nor conversely, does a
scientific advance automatically indicate a corresponding
leap forward in technology. Inmost cases therefore one
must seek to account for a specific innovation as a
possible development of the existing technological culture
whidh is realized in response to the pull of external
demand, or possibly in response to the needs generated by
the interdeperdence of different aspects of technology upon
each other (p. 149).

Thus, science and technology are identifiable cultural groups with their own

bodies of knowledge, skills, and competencies.

We can compare the hierarchical and symmetrical views as shown in Table 1:

14
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TABLE 1: The interaction of science and telmology

TABLE 1 Two alternative conceptions of Science (S), Technology (T) ani the
foru of their relationship

Hierarchical S
Technology as I

Applied Science T

Symmetrical

S T

net OF S creative/constructive
coGNrricu T routine/deductive

S czeative/conecructive
T czeative/constructive

S nature
determinants
of cognition

T science

S discoveries
T inventions and

applications

S existing science

T existing
tec:hnology

resources
for

cognition

S inventions
T inventions

11470R S state of nature
CONSTRAINTS T state of science
ON RESULTS

S no single major constraint
T no single major constraint

S evaluates discoveries
in an unchanging context-
independent way. T is
evaluated according to its
ability to infer the
implications of S. Success
in T is proper us of S;
failure in T is inacepetent
use of S.

S and T, both being inventive,
both involve evaluation in terms
of contingent ends. No a_w!iorj.
reason why activity in 'T-T1
not be evaluated by reference to
agents in 5, or vice versa.

T deduces the implications
of S and gives them
physical representation.
No cognitive feedback
from T to S.

T makes occasional creative use of
S. S makes occasional creative use
of T. S and T cultural resources.

RESULT OF Predictable
RELATIONSHIP

Unpredictable

People

From Barnes & Ecige, Science in Context, p. 151
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Even this symmetrical model needs to be unwrapped. We have, for example,

science-based technolcgies (nuclear engineering, radar and the laser) and

technology -based sciences (mining and metallurgy) . Is it possible to continue

to have a clear demarcation between the two? For those new to the field of

science and tethnology studies, the differentiation is an important starting

point. But the line between the two is growing increasingly blurred We may

feel comfortable saying cosmology is science and autctnobile manufacturing is

technology. For example, what of the relationship between molecular biology

and biotechnology? Markle and Robin (1985) claim we have in this case a blend

of "the production of knowledge" and the "knowledge of production ". It wild

be safe to say that in this case and other =darn equivalents (silicon chips

and =aiters) science generates its respective technologies and technology

generates its respective sciences. For the general public, this has resulted

in an instrumental view of science in which science is an instrument for

achieving social goals. In the research mentioned earlier (Fleming, 1987),

high school graduates overwhelmingly supported this instrumental position.

They particularly supported the idea that quality of life issues should provide

the basis for decisions concerning research funding. Such issues have not been

a role for academic, i.e., pare science. For instrumental institutions,

however, these issues have almost always been their focus. Instrumental social

institutions justify their existence by producing practical knowledge. The

production of practical knowledge can usually be accaaplished only by

generating an intermediate product: generalized (academic) knowledge, which is

not immediately practical. Thus science and technology organizations often

find themselves simultaneously carrying out these and other knowledge-producing

tasks. The range of these tasks is described in the following section.

16



Research and development. In the eyes of most people, science, as a

component of 'science and technology', is an inst-ument in the hands of

society. This irst:rmaent can serve a wide range of ',reposes. Ziman (1984, p.

140) suggests a number, such as:

Meeting basic human needs, in the form of food, shelter and
health
Making war, or otherwise serving the purposes of the
nation -state
Making profits for cavetitive irdustry, through
technological innovation
improving the quality of life, by eliminating human

and environmental pollution
Sol social problems, such as overpopulation and

underdevelopment.

It is my believed that political, military, economic and commercial

advances can be made by finding the right hind of research and development
(R & D). This funding comes either from the State or large-scale corporations.

Only the State can feel confident enough of its permanent existence to take on

long-term research projects with large price tags. FUnds are channelled to R &

D groups through research councils, universities, or governnmt: departments.

Corporate interests demanding returns on the investment of funds often choose

more short -term projects. Because of such differences, the purposes of R & D

organizations range along a spectrum of relevance. The divisions along the
spectrum include:

i) Basic researdh: Elia/ledge produced for its own sake.

Academic science in its purest form without

any utiliarian purposes.



ii) Strategic research:

Mission-oriented

research:

Technological

development.

13

Iftwledge-oriented, bit expected to prove its

worth in the long run by contributing to

practice. No specific practical problem in

mind at its inception.

Utilitarian. Specific problem to be

resolved.

Trarediate utility is paramount. Involves

design and testing of prototypes. home for

engineers.

The divisions here are not clear cut. organizations and their members may

straddle several divisions, regardless of whether the organization in question

is situated in a university or outside it.

The utilitarian perspective evident in much R & D, regardless of its

locale, requires that the wank and the workers be managed rather than being
allowed to evolve according to individual initiative. Research management,

with its accompanying Wreaucratic hierarchy, is the order of the day. M a
result, science workers are collectivized within organizations to focus their
energies on specific problems, while, externally, fuzing fraa government and

corporations forces them to bums instruments of deliberate social action.

Technology and Social Change

Technology, in the restricted sense of its definition, causes change in the

physical world: A bridge is created to cross a river, a word processor appears

on a desk, a building reaches new heights. In the full sense of the

18
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definition, technology's mandate is to change the very society in which it

operates. A technologically literate person must understand how technology

causes social change; that is, the redistribution of status and per in the

society. The process is driven by an elite (or elites), a group or

organization which commis the econztaic and political resources necessary to

implement a new technology. Because of its ccamard of these resources, this

group, not the creator of the technology, legitimizes the deployment of the

technology. The elite will only encourage the testing and large-scale

production of a technology if it is seen as useful in maintaining or enhancing

its position. A counter-elite may arise in opposition to the position of the

elite. If they can luster enough support, they can effectively stop the

diffusion of the technology. The movement against the construction of nuclear

power plants can be cited as an example of a counter-elite having this effect.

As well, a counter-elite can seize upon a technique which the elite decides

not to employ and use it to enhance their own position to such an extent that

they become a new elite. The development of barbed wire appears to follow this

pattern. As Hayter (1939) states, cattle companies (the elite) were initially

opposed to barbed wire and refused to use it. Those who wished to grow crops

(the cainter-elite) decided to use the new technology. The result, says

Hayter, was that

. . . barbed-wire fences aided in the downfall of the cattle
companies as well as the "cow culture" that had developed on
the Western Plains during the seventies and eighties. When
trail driving disappeared - largely because of the fences -
this cultural pattern began to decline, and in its place
came, with the influx of the grangers, an economic and social
structure that was Wilt, in part at least, on an
agricultural systan of corn, wheat, and cotton (p. 95) .

19
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Let us assume, however, that an elite has the per to increase the

production and dissemination of a technology over the objections of a

ownter-elite. This is the critical phase, for it is now that the spread of

the technology may strain the available resources. If it does not, the

technology is cospatible with the existing system and we get graceful entry

into the society. The bail-point pen is a good maple of this. If, however,

the technology does strain existing resources, the elite alters the

socioeconomic system, redistributing per and resources to support the new

technology. In other wards - social change occurs. As well, when a new

technology causes social strain, it becalms politic:43'ly and socially

interesting. It is this strain which prospts technological assessments and

legislation to control the technology. Several of these ideas can be

represented by Figure 3.

(FIGURE 3 FITS HERE)

A major activity that can arise when a new technology presents itself is

the attempt to place this new technology on the chart represented by Figure 3.

This attempt usually involves the presentation of positions by various experts.

She growth in the use of experts requires the citizen to question the extent

to which experts should be given authority, particularly when they advise

policy makers who may use this advice to further political ends. Research with

Canadian high school graduates (Fleming, 1987) and undergraduates in a science

department (Flaming, in press) indicates that the majority favor a technocratic

model in which scientists and engineers make the important decisions about

social issues

20
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related to technological development. Experts are viewed in a most favorable

light.

Habermas (1971) has a =her of ideas concerning experts. He calls a

society where experts are on tap but not on top, a decisionistic society. Such

a society has a political elite at the top. This elite does not need highly

specialized skills. Rather, it needs access to the layer just below it, the

experts, who pass their expertise up but are expected to restrict the flaw of

that expertise down to the next layer, the general public. The general public

is offered only carefully selected information about technical issues. The

resulting ignorance results in a sense of powerlessness and depoliticization.

As Barnes (1985) states, the result for the public is that

Their participation in the political process tends to be
restricted to the periods before general elections, when on1
the basis of restricted and distorted information, filtered
by the media, degraded, trivialized and biased by advertising
agencies and professional camunicators, they choose between
competing political elites. Not surpeisirygly, therefore,
many among the main body of the population perceive a sharp
disjunction between politics and life generally, and become
deeply alienated from their political institutions:
occasionally there is active hostility to them, more often
complete passive indifference (p. 100) .

Thus, opposition to government policies is only possible for those with

access to their own experts. In a decisionistic society, then, we have battles

between experts acting to legitimate the cases of different sides. Habermas is

concerned that during these battles, which are couched almost exclusively in
technical language, the expertise offered by those concerned with issues of

ethics and Inman decency is often ignored.

22
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Technological Literacy and Decision Making

It seems that our modern society may be a decisionistic one. If this is

so, the public will probably not be consulted over technical questions. An

important first step, then, for the technologically literate citizen is to gain

a realistic picture of the nature of a decisionistic democracy.

For example, by being a citizen in a technological society, citizens

confront complex issues based in technology-practice. Examples abound:

experimentation with recombinant DNA, control of nuclear weapons, uranium

mining, disposal of industrial wastes, limits to industrial development, and

the sources and uses of energy -- especially nuclear.power (Patrick & Remy,

1985). Tta assume that citizens will regularly have the opportunity to confront

these issues on the ballot misrepresents the practices of contemporary

democracies. The remise of effective collective decision making may turn out

to be a political sop. It is important, however, for citizens to examine

possible reasons the issues do not appear on the ballot. Nelkin (1982),

for example, suggests that an attentive public causes problems for politicians

by raising political dilemmas, particularly in those instances where public

attention confronts the economic infrastructure of the country.

Patrick & Remy (1985) suggest that people hold ambivalent beliefs about the

social effects of technology. There is, they claim, a "paradoxical blend of

dread and anticipation, of fear and hope" (p. 13). Citizens may choose, of

course, to emphasize their fears instead of their hopes in science and

technology-When they participate either as voters in referenda and initiatives,

as members of political interest groups, or as public officials. This emphasis

seems to be misguided. It seems more appropriate to examine, as a starting

point, why fears arise over technological developments.

23
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One major reason centers on issues of uncertainty about the consequences of

various classes of action. In simple terms, citizens worry about risk. Part

of this worry is due to the incorrect premise that experts have all the

information and hence all knowledge of all possible outcomes (visceral

experiences to the contrary). This arises from a misunderstanding of the

nature of science, the nature of technology, and the nature of expertise!

Another component of the worry is a lack of understanding of the concept of

risk. This is a crucial point. Research (Kahnenan, Slavic, and Tversky, 1982;

Nisbett and Ross, 1980) indicates that most people perform very poorly when

attempting to make decisions Involving uncertainty. At the collective level,

risk appears to be central to an appreciation of the perceived necessity to
consult experts. Expertise often focuses on the acceptability of risk.

Discussions with experts on risk issues must of necessity deal with health,

occupational safety, job security, profit, and so on. Different values will

emerge protecting worker health versus protecting production and jobs. The

carr ,Auises made in an attempt to accommodate these value positions are worthy

of study. A first step is to help future citizens assess the value-laden

relationship between so-called factual information and the decision-making

process.

A depoliticized electorate has little use for personal decision-rnaldng

skills about technology if all technical decisions are made by the "on-tap"

experts. Nevertheless, a first step would be to understand who makes the
decisions, with a particular emphasis on possible biases. The next step might

be to examine the proposed technical bases for these decisions. Technical

arguments are presented in a logical, rational, form. They are designed to

defuse controversy. Controversy arises when there isn't consensus on an issue;
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if there is no consensus, a smattering of technical knowledge won't help a

citizen decide whose expert is right. More important that the person

understand the value claims implicit in the conflicting positions and realize

that a struggle over the acceptability of value claims is an inherent part of

science and technology.

Technological Literacy and the Computer

There can be little doubt that, in the minds of many educators, the term

"logical literacy" is synonymous with "computer literacy". As Dyrenfurth

(1984) warns, however, 0. . . the advocates of computer literacy mast learn

their place in the rightful order of things. Computers are but one part of the

technological species. Technology is not a part of computing, rather computing

is an aspect of technology. Given this relationship, the concept of

technological literacy subsumes computer literacy" (pp. 10-11). If, as has

been suggested (Sullivan, 1983) , the micro computer is the personification of

progress, schools must be seen as marching to the tune of the same drummer. As

a result, almost overnight, computers have appeared in schools. Knowing what

to do with them has been a different matter. TO help resolve this concern, and

to minimize the idiosyncratic approaches of well-meaning individuals, workshops

and curriculum guides focussing on "computer literacy" have been created.

The Department of Education's 1984 curriculum guide for Division III,

titled "Computer Literacy" is an example. The course content appears to

reflect the model for technological literacy presented earlier. Technical

skills such as keyboarding and programming skills in BASIC (the narrow view of

technology in Pacey ' s model) are enhanced with social/historical wings

such as "contrasting computers and human minds" and "social control of
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technological change". Were teachers to use the suggested scope and sequence

(p. 18), the curriculum would reflect a blend of the technical, cultural, and
organizational, and might aid in the development of a cxraputer literate
individual.

The 1984 Curriculum Guide for Division IV, presents an interesting view of
"canputer literacy." First, consider the computer science courses. These

courses are "designed especially for those students wishing to learn in sane

depth about the use of computers for problem solving" (p. 47) . It is expected
that fewer students will opt for such courses. Programing courses such as

these fit the "technical" description of technology discussed earlier. This

narrow perspective is comparable to many of the traditional vocational programs
currently offered. Programing skills would be comparable to using the lathe.

Computer literacy is not the goal in Division IV. This was to have been

developed in Division III.

The Division IV Computer Applications courses are another matter. It might
be helpful to view the underlying assumptions of these courses from two

perspectives. On the one hard, there is the liberal education idea of the

computer as a tool for personal use and growth. Smith (1983) refers to this as
the drive for social ompetence. On the other hard, there is the computer (and

school) as training ground for employment.

The computer as a tool for personal use and social competence offers a road
to empowerment, the key concept in literacy. A number of interesting "basics"
cane to mind: word processing, accessing data bases, and the election of
electronic filing systems.

The poweri'ul word processing software currently available for micro-

computers allows almost all students to create elegant text. The writing
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process is enhanced because shaping and refining ideas in print becomes

practical and economical. Keyboard skills are helpful here, for they prevent

the student from being held back due to lack of a technical skill. The

insistence on keyboard training may be a short-lived phenomenon, however, as

voicewriter technology bexs more available.

Being able to access data bases simply opens the door to vast amounts of

information. Getting people to walk through the door is another matter!

Nevertheless, awareness of the availability of these data coupled with the
skills necessary to access them are the first steps towards having students use
the data.

Molnar (1986) states that the critical question is not hat much information

we can generate but rather what information is of most worth and for what

purposes. He believes that information and information technology pose two

types of curriculum and instruction problems. The first type of problem deals
with "the role of information, .tnformation tectuvlogy, and the ube of

information in society" (p. 65) . He refers to this as the sociology of
information. Curricular topics in this area would include

. . . the role of goverment and private institutions in
creating, processing, and disseminating infonation; the
political and social implications of alternative
information policies; and the merits of different
information policies. The sociology of information is an
important area to study because the information policy
issues involve scientific, social welfare, and foreign
policy matters as well as the furriamental relationship of
the goverment to the governed. For example, the question
of whether a given policy encourages the concentration of
information in the hands of a fed or makes information
widely available is of primary importance to democratic
governance (p. 65) .
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The goal of this curricular initiative is to graduate students "reasonably

familiar with the public policy issues posed by information and information

technologies" (p. 65).

This graduation requirement is needed to counter the technological

imperative, to avoid naive faith in the technical solution to every problem,

and to make sure that the social cost of technological change is fairly spread

in the cattnunity (Smith, 1983, p. 10). Information technology can be used to

support total ly different sets of social goals, to manipulate or to liberate,
for "the control of disorder" or "the management of diversity" (Mcnshowitz,

1976).

'It le second type of problem Molnar labels the technology of information.

The problem appears to be the focus of curriculum guides such as Computer

Science and, to the extent that it promotes technical skills over

understanding, Cavuter Applications.

When one turns one attention to the relationship between computer

applications and employment, other issues arise. Word processing is now taught

as an adjunct; to business, not as a tool for empowerment through writing.

Spreadsheets and data base management are taught because these are skills
required by businesses in the high tech age. The inclusion of these skills is
representative of increased collaboration between schools and employers. This

collaborative position is summarized in Girt= and Aronwitz Is (1985)

statement:

If schools have been training institutions masked as
purveyors of the western intellectual tradition, better to
take off the mask and get down to the business of . . .
education - namely, business (p. 186).
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One must explore what demands these messages place on schools. The central

message appears to be that schools mist help the country weather technological

change. Schools do this in two ways, argues Smith (1983). First, they produce

a work force with the qualities and skills needed to make a country

economically competitive in a world of high technology. Secondly, they help

people deal with the idea of a drastically different future brought about by

this high technology. These can be labelled as "economic survival" and

"individual well-being".

Many argue that economic survival is a necessary condition for individual

well-being. (Whether it is a sufficient condition will be left to another

article!). Schools are eno:uraged to foster in students a positive attitude

towards things technical. This is sometimes done under the guise of life

skills and work experience programs. The ultimate goal would be to increase

the number of bright students choosing careers in industry. This is often

referred to as the capability argument, for it proposes that a central purpose

of schooling is to render students capable of living meaningfully in an

industrial society.

As well, one is confronted with the vocational argument, which demands

workers with the right skills for high .achnology. The central concern here is

with making those skills learned in school directly transferable to the

workplace.

Mat is the projected impact of computer technology on the workplace? It

appears that most new jabs created by advanced teachnologies will be less

skilled, requiring little specialized knowledge, (U.S. Bureau of labor, 1983) .

This deskilling is the result of sucoeeding generations of technologies

reducing the quality and duration of the prerequisites needed to perform in the
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service industries. As well, this deskiLling arises as a result of

transferring skills to machines. Schools, then, are wasting their time

preparing masses of technically skilled labor. It appears that the information

society will offer plenty of opportunity for janitors, hospital orderlies, and

fast food sewers. As a result, future workers must be educated to examine the

impact of technology on the workplace, particularly with regards to health,

safety, and changing occupational roles. Hence, the purely technical aspects

of computing such as programing should be overshadowed by the emphasis on

cultural and organizational changes produced by the technology. For example,

students should study the effects of transforming Industriel societies into

service economies as material production shifts to developing countries where

labor costs are lcw and tax breaks lucrative. The major transnational

corporations, utilizing information technologies, have the capability to

manoeuvre in such a business environment. Regardless of this, schools will

continually exist in a state of tension as they try to balance the often

conflicting demands for economic survival and individual well-being, capability
and a critical spirit, and social competence and moral autonomy.

Technological Literacy and Curricular Frameworks

It should be obvious that being technologically literate is not the same as

being technically trained. The latter, traditionally the role of industrial

arts and vocational education, is the narrow perspective presented in Pacey's

model. A contemporary framework for this narrow perspective has evolved around

the idea of design and technology. This curriculum idea asks that students

cane to grips with the problems of living in, and exerting their influence

upon, the constructed world. This is a practical curriculum stressing the
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students' technological capabilities. Ehnen so, the curriculum goes beyond the

merely mechanical to demand that atudents spend same time examining ethical,

social, and econamic:ramificatdensof specific designs. Examples of the

Abilities students are expected to demonstrate are Shown in Append:I:KA.

Curriculum frameworks which encompass all aspects of the model of

technology have also been prepared. Bugliarello (1985) suggests a focus called

socio-technology in which attention is directed to the interaction between the

design of technological systems and the analysis of social systems and process.

Socio-technology, then, appears to be very cangrueftwithracey's

technology-practice and Eline's sociotechnical system of use. Eugliarello goes

on:

As a discipline, socio-technology has two distinct
objectives. The first is to understand the interactions
between a technological system and the social environment
both inside and outside of the system. Since a techno-
logical system is but a special kind of social system, the

of socio-technology extends to the interactions among
systems in general; or between social systems and

their environment.

The second objective of the discipline of socio-
tedhnology is to shape the interactions among social
systems to respond to specific goals. Such a definition of
socio-technology as a discipline dealing with social and
technological systems' interactions has several useful
characteristics:

1. It is general. It encompasses, for instance,
several of the definitions of the subject.

2. It indicates, by its very name, the pivotal role
that technological concepts have in the study of the
interaction an social systems.

3. It indicates, again by its very name, the multi-
disciplinary nature of socio-tedbnology.

4. It accommodates both analytic and operational
(technological) goals.
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5. It leaves open the complex and value laden question
of the possibility and desirability of an integration
(versus interaction) of technology and other social
systems.

lb achieve its objectives, socio-technology needs to
synthesize the methodologies ;trld goals of a large number of
existing disciplines having bearing on the interactions
earcng technological and social systems. These disciplines
can be grcured in several categories:

1. Background disciplines to understand the behavior
of social systems, such as sociology, psychology, economics
or history.

2. Background analytic disciplines to develticiperrsico-
mathem calatical and 1 models of systems and
cocas 1::nrsts, as3 science, cybernetics
operations research, management science or issue analysis,
as well as acme aspects of the philosophy of technology.

3. Forecasting disciplines or activities, ranging from
technological forecasting to the less scientific "future"
studies.

4. Activities focusing on impacts, of cne system on
another, such as enviromental impact analysis or social
impact analysis, and, more generally, technolcgy
assessment, as well as same other kinds of assessments.

5. Disciplines or activities focusing on the design of
systems= interactions, such as science policy, systems
planning =I design, organizational design, finance and
macroengineering.

6. Disciplines or activities focusing on the
tional - lems of Z interfaces such as

dec on theory, opera . management or maintenance.

7. Disciplines or activities focussing on the desi
construction and operation of technologiccal systems, such
as engineering.

Bybee (1985, p. 85) has suggested another framework for science-

technology-society education, involving goals, themes, areas of emphasis and
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activities. It appears to embody a number of the suggestions made by

Eugliar.

A Conceptual Framework for Scientific and Technological Literacy

Goals Acquisition of Development of Development of
knowledge learning skills values and ideas

Themes Concepts of Process of Interaction of
science and
technology

scientific and
technological
inquiry

science,
technolcgy,
and society

Areas of
Emphasis
and

Personal matters Information
gathering

Local issues

Activities Civic concerns Problem solving Public policies

CUltural perspectives Decision making Global problems

If one focusses on technological literacy in Bybee's framework, a three -

dimensional, grid can be prepared. This is presented in Figure 4. The grid

emphasizes the interrelationships among the three major items. To superimpose

both grade levels and core objects an this grid would require multidinnn.sicnal

reasoning. Nevertheless, it is possible to present a sample grid for each of

Division I-IV, with curricular emphases shaded. These are presented in Figures

5 to 8. The three dimensions labelled on the grid suggest that curricula

should be designed such that they move students from the simple to the complex:

frau the personal to the cultural, fray information gathering to decision

making, from a local to a global. perspective. The shaded areas for each

division represent the area to be emphasized by the curricula. They do not

preclude an expansion =enrichment as the curricultmidOveloper and teacher see

fit. They do represent the minimum requirements for that division.
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CONCIDSICES AND RE TICKS

I. General Conclusions and Recanmerndations

A. Curriculum developers must do everything in their per to avoid becoming

trapped in a narrow definition of literacy. Reading and writing are woefully

inadequate definitions. Of course, they do serve a particularly instrumental

view of education, especially a so-called skill based model, in which the

ability to translate the written me and possibly duplicate it with sate

instrument dominates. Mere is, at one level, nothing wrong with the emphasis

on these "basics ". Oarriculum developers should examine the arguments

presented in Trevor Gambell's paper language Across the Curriculum dealing with

these basics.

The position advocated here is that of literacy as a tool for empowerment.

A literate person is empowered to consider alternatives and is hence free of

the singularity of others' thoughts. Such an individual is capable of

critically considering alternative cultural arrangements, be they social,

sexual, economic, or political. To understand had a person can perform such

critical thought, the reader is referred to Sandra KLenz's paper Critical and

Creative Thinking.

RE034/62ERITCN: Curriculum developers must offer students the

opportunity to examine alternative versions of contemporary culture.

This examination mast demand of these students that they read, write,

and speak about these cultural alternatives.

B. There can be little doubt that there are many misunderstandings about the

meaning of technology. First, technology is not just a study of tools and
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their uses. This is a very narrow definition more suited to primitive versions

of Industrial Arts. this is not to say that InC.ustrial Arts is an

inappropriate task for the schools. Rather, it suggests that the technical

skills acquired during Industrial Arts will never be sufficient to make a

student technologically literate. Even the contemporary design curricula,

which include issues such as the ethics of design, are narrow versions of what

is envisioned in this paper.

Secondly, technology is not applied science. This is a very popular

perception; manly, that science discovers and technology applies these

discoveries to improve the quality of one's life. It may be possible to trace

this popular misconception to the misguided atteupts by many scientists to

justify the expenditure of public funds on the basis of future benefits in the

form of new refrigerators, microwave ovens, and the like. Most politicians

were quick to capitalize on this idea, particularly as the spin-off benefits of

this "applied science" led to exniaic prosperity and the possibility of

re-election. The applied science perspective presents technology in a far too

passive light.

A more appropriate view of technology is that of sociotechnology. In this

view, technology is understood as a social process in which the knowledge

created by science and the knadeclge created by technology are "put at the

disposal of people who in general are tot themselves competent in these

knowledge bases and who wield them on behalf of ends reflecting a parochial

interpretation of prevailing personal, institutional, and social values"

(Goldman, p. 121) . In other words, managers decide what benefits may accrue

from the use of these knafledge bases. It is these decisions that determine

what will be the ultimate products of technology, not the scientific and
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technical knowledge. To urxlerstand technology, then, requires that one
understand the social forces brought to bear on those uho make the decisions.

RSOMIKENIZTICti: Technology oast be presented as socio-technology; that
is, a social process that can exist irxlependently of science and whose

direction is shaped by the needs of managers who are not trained in the
technical aspects of technology.

C. Part of the difficulty presented by Reccureniaticn B is that it leaves the
reader undecided abet* the nature of, the relationship between science and

technology.. The simplistic notion that science discovers and technology

. been described in conclusion B. What, then, is the nature of the
relationship between the two? The public perspective seems to be one in which

science serves a ultilitarian purpose that is, science exists as an

instrument for achieving social goals. This allows for a blurring of any

differences between science and technology, resulting in a combined enterprise

called "technoscience' . A contemporary team for technoscience may be "research

and development" (R&D). To most, R&D implies mission-oriented research whose

ultimate goal is the creation of marketable products. This is the description
offered by political parties and entrepreneurs. This description overlooks the

necessity for basic and strategic research, whose function is to provide a
knowledge base for potential use. Even a ultilitarian model of science mist
allow for these two processes. Science and technology, then, are linked by the

necessity for pure research as well as the necessity for business success.
There is a dialectic between knowledge and production. This dialectic is the

essential tension between science and technology.
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RB3244ENDATICti: The dynamic tension between the production of

Rm:ledge and the knowledge of production must be an integral part of

the education of the technologically literate person. The concept of

utilitarian science mist be tempered with an understanding of the need

for pare science. Science and technology should be presented as having
a symbiotic relationship.

D. The omnipresence of technology in our society has led many to suggest that

technology is the dominant agent for change in the society. The problem with

asserting that technology causis all social change is that this position seems

to deny that society has any impact on the direction of technological

develqxaent. There is no doubt that technology's mandate is to change the

society in which it operates. A technologically literate citizen mist

understand the nature of the relationship between technology and social change.

To assume that the champ ilia in one direction, i.e., technology causes

social change, is to surrender one's self to the inevitability of technological

development and its concomitant social changes. The most important concept for
the curriculum developer to consider here is that of the reciprocity between

technology and society. The curriculum developer must create curricula that

allow students to exmaine their options as citizens in the face of

technological development. They mast present students with the chance to
examine ha: their actions have an impact on the course of technological

development. As well, students mast be encouraged by the curricular materials

to examine the argtmients presented by the developers of technology in defence
of their position.
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REOMIENDMEctor: Curriculum developers rust present the relationship

between technology and society as a reciprocal one; that is, technology

has an impact on society and society has an impact on technology, both

of which result in social change.

E. Mere appears to be an abdication of any feelings of potential worth when

many people are asked to voice an cpinion concerning technological issues.

This feeling of impotence makes itself manifest through the desire to rely on

expert opinion in matters technological. Issues such as the decision to build

a nuclear per plant are felt to be best left to well-trained experts. An

understanding of the nature of expertise is sorely needed. The value positions

taken by experts representing various interest groups are excellent sources for

such studies.

RE004112MICti: Any curriculum dealing with technological issues lust

confront the issue of experts and expert decisions. Expertise as a

social ptienanenon should be a subject of study.

F. For educators, the computer sews to represent the tip of a technological

iceberg. The sin of being "carputer illiterate" may be rewarded by the scorn

of one's colleagues and the feelings of incompetence engendered by one's own

ineptitude. "If this is technology, I'll have none of it" is a common

response. Ccepetence with the technology may result in higher esteem amongst

selected colleagues manifested by increased demands to consult with those less

able. Many of these latter tasks revolve around =muter programing,

particularly among those thrust into this rather (to them) arcane world.
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I contend that this fixation with cxyputer technologies has resulted in a

massive misplacement of teacher effort. One mist ask serious questions about

the role of microcomputers in teaching. As this question is asked, one rust

also be aware that the microcomputer, in the minis of many, is the embodiment

of technology. Programing the microcomputer has become synonymous with being

technologically literate. This is a woefully inadequate description of

technological literacy. At best, it is representative of the narrow definition

of technology described in the body of the paper. Any person equating computer

literacy with technological literacy is making a grievous error.

If programing is not the curricular route to take, what is the curricului

designer to do? Referring to the model for technology presented earlier,

computer technology rust be presented in its social context. ilto be computer

literate, as a subset of being technolocally literate, means primarily that

students can examine and understand the nature of the relationship between

information and its origins. Such an understanding does not require courses in

programing; rather, it requires the ability to analyze ir.formation with

respect to its genesis and, given the earlier definition of lite.raoy, to

consider the alternatives to the presented position.

1st us now consider the concern about "keyboarding skills". It appears

that this skill is highly touted as a necessary condition for activities with a

microcmputer. It would be a necessary condition if evidence was provided to

support the thesis that lack of these skills would prevent students from using

the device. Keyboarding seem to be a short term skill, destined to be
rendered obsolescent as soon as more sophisticated software removes any need to

be a speedy typist. On the other hand, if word processing software allows

students to write more efficiently, many schools will want students to use this
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software at earlier ages. It is quite feasible that elementary school students

will be required to use a keyboard to produce written documents of high

quality. This can only be viewed as short-term trend which will be quickly

altered by advanced software packages.

In summary, then, camputer technology must be seen as a subset of

technology in general. All the criteria for discussing technology must be

applied to the microcomputer. Programming issues, then, fall under the

category of the narrow definition of technology. They may be intrinsically

interesting, but they are a far cry from the more all-encompassing definition

of technology offered earlier.

The current curricular offerings of computer applications and computer

programming are highly suspect. Their avowed purpose is to allow teachers to

teach a technical skill, which, they claim, is highly necessary in today's

increasingly technological world. In the light of the arguments presented in

the paper, this argument is misleading. Hence, programming and applications

courses will do nothing to make students technologically literate, nor will

they make students more employable.

RECCIMENDLITONS:

1) Computers in classrooms must be presented as tools we use to enhance

the activities natural to classrooms. Thus electronic mail, word

processing, simulations, and accessing large databases would be

appropriate uses for the computer. Many of these uses are not subject

area specific.

2) The major focus of computer studies should be on building an

understanding of the relationship between information and the social

forces, cultural beliefs, and economic realities behind information.
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3) Building courses around keyboarding should be avoided. If all

students have access to computers to perform classroom tasks, a single

course in the rudiments of typing should be given to all students.

This should be done as early in their education as they are

physiologically able.

4) If "keyboarding" becalm the basis for a course. its viability must

be examined yearly.

G. A traditional model of a democratic society suggests to students that they

have a form of control aver those whose decisions affect the course of the
country, province, or tam. In the case of technology, where econcraic

interests dominate, there quite naturally arises a sense of loss of control

over the course of technological development. With technological development

often intimately tied to government policy, citizens may feel that whatever

they have to say about technology will likely have little impact. This sense

of impotence in a democratic society rust be addressed. It am.ears that social

studies may be the best equipped to do this.

REOMENDATICK: A useful picture of the nature of contemporary

democracy and the role of the citizen within that democracy must be

presented.

H. Many proposed technological actions are viewed with alarm. The site for a

nuclear per plant or a petrochemical complex may prcmpt intense debate among

citizens. One major reason for these debates is that most people do not have

any understanding about the consequences of the proposed technological action.

People worry about the risks associated with the action. Expert opinion, much
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of it contradictoty, will do little if anything to allay public concerns, for

it appears that the public has a visceral understanding of the value-laden

positions of experts. (See conclusion E)

REOCIINENEATICM The concept of risk must be included in appropriate

curricula. At the arraent, it appears that this could be done in
mathematics and social studies primarily. I do not recommend that this

bog down in the labyrinth of sophisticated statistical procedures. I
see math offering an introduction to probabilities and social studies

teaching students hat to analyze value positions. These IWO positions

may care together and be used sinailtaneously in general science

curricula.

I. If, as we are often told, we live in an information age, the issue for

educators has becres one of teaching students hag to live effectively in an

information age. The analysis of data from this perspective is of paramount

importance.

RECCSIWN: Students must be given the opportunity to determine

what information is of most worth based on the interrled uses for the

information.

J. The promise of a golden age through technology cannot be tolerated in any

curricular proposals. Technological innovations must be presented in a

humanitarian risk-benefit framework. Promising students that technological

innovation, especially those labelled "high tech", will necessarily lead to a

multitude of golden employment opportunities for all is a dangerous and immoral

practice. The labor data simply do not support these projections. Curriculum
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developers must be well informed as to that the major job arena may be. If, as

has been suggested, it will be the service sector, the major technological

impact on this sector must be presented. It seem the major impast may be in

the area of worker health and occupational safety. Hence, the core subject

"Health" mist deal with the issue of cccupational safety as related to
technological development.

RECCIWIS:
1) Technology must not be presented as the solution to an individuals

econcuic ills.

2) Worker health and occupaticoal safety must be one focus of the

study of the relationship between technclcgy and employment.
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II. Subject Area Recatimerxiations

language Arts

language Arts mast help students understand why human society reads, writes

and speaks. Students must be encouraged to examine the concept of an

"information age," with a particular emphasis on the critical analysis of the

information they receive. Thus, I endorse Sandra Elenzls reoannendation that a

media unit be created for language Arts. Such a unit Should include a study of

haw information technologies - printing presses, telephones, dttabases,

television, VCR's, stereos - affect the form and content of the information we

receive. Zt is Obvious, for example, that television news cam es in a different

form than the morning newspaper, which in turn is dif:erent fran a

newsmagazine. In each case, the form was created to match a specific

technological development.

REOMENIZTICH: This relationship between the form of information

and technological develqment must be made a focus of study in

a media unit in Language Arts.

The content of information is shaped by social, cultural, and economic

forces. Bence, critical analysis of the forces operating on information is

necessary. EXamining articles for their bias, analyzing commercials for sexist

messages, exploring the language structure of an editorial are but a few

examples of content analysis.

RECOMENIATICIN: The social, cultural, and economic forces impinging

on the content of information must be studied in language Arts.
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Literature study offers an excellent route for the exploration of

alternatives. In the relative safety of one's own mind, encouraged by

well-written prose, students can ponder situations different from their own.

If the literature, for example, is based in a tire and/or society

technologically different frail our own, caparisons between the two may suggest
has/ technology changes the society it is housed in. For example, short stories

or novels with farm settings could be the jumping-off spot for reflection on

quGations such as: at happened to horses after the introduction of the
tractor? Hod was life changed when people could use a telephone to caranunicate

over longer distances? Hai did people store their food in pre-refrigsrator

days? and so on.

Science fiction of the "gee-whiz," "nuts and bolts" variety is often used

to stir and maintain interest in reading. There is another body of science

fiction, social science fiction, which explores hair societies are shaped by

their technologies. This should be included in literature study.

RE031141:111117101: Prose and poetry which expose children to worlds

or culttz..-,3 technologically different fraa their own should be

included in the language arts curriculum.

Social Studies

If being technologically literate means viewing technology as

sociotechnology, then Social Studies has a crucial role to play. The

developers of the new curriculum guides (Roots of Society, The Individual in

Society, Social Organizations) seen to agree.
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I feel the central issue is that of explicating the technology - society

interface. Students must study how technological developments have changed

societies. In the grade nine social studies curriculum guide, "Roots of

Society," unit two deals with technology. Travelling from prehistory through

the Renaissance to the present, one of the value positions stated is that of

developing an Ipreciatiort of the impact of technological change "on the

lifestyle, kel....A2s and values of society" (p. 29). Of equal importance,

students must examine tom societies have influenced the course of technological

development. This latter point is crucial, for if students only study

technology's effects on society, it is easy for them to adopt the technological

determinist position and feel a sense of loss of control over the direction

their society takes. Thus, students mast examine the social, political and

economic forces which both help and hinder technological development. They

mast be given the academic tools needed to determine where status and power

have resided and currently reside in various societies. The concepts of

expertise and expert knowledge should be presented in contexts similar to where

students are likely to find it. FOr example, simulation activities in which

various interest groups present their cases over a controversial topic (the

site of an oil refinery or a fertilizer plant) could be used. As well,

students rust be taughlthow a person in contemporary times takes part in the

political process, be it writing a letter to the newspaper or speaking at a

public meeting. In the grade eight guide, "The Individual in Society", the

previously mentioned grade nine guide, and the grade ten guide, "Social

Organizations," citizenship is dealt with. One must take care to ensure that

these aspects of society's effects on technology are not portrayed as

anti-technology. Rather, society's effects on technology should be seen as
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exercising derocratic rights on issues that affect the very direction the

society will take.

RECCHIENDATTOIS:

Social Studies must provide ciportunities for studying:

1) the relationship between technology and social change

2) a society's need for experts.

3) citizen r1cticn as a necessity in a derocracy.

4) an hcaest perspective on democracy in technological times.

Science

For many, this seems to be the natural Irma for technological literacy. I

fee.l that, in conjunction with social studies, many of the ideas in the body of

this paper can be implemented.

The BacJcgrcond Summary of proposed directions for Science for Saskatchewan

Schools matches quite closely the ideals set out in this paper. The nature of

the science-technology relationship must be a focal point.

RECOMMIT:NS:

1) The science-primary position cannot be allowed to continue. Rather, a

thorcugh presentation of R & D must be given.

2) The methods of science; and the methods of technology must be explored.

3) The use of scientific information by experts in public debate rust be

examined. Environmenta.1 issues have oftcr served as a springboard for many

of these explorations.
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gh tech" and its rela

ca

tionship to eco is gr hnomowt
for its implitions for scientific researr-h and, in

determine whether such a Atiationship exists.

Mathematim

The math curriculum must include units on PbubabilitY, grate analysis,
and introductory statistics. The units should focus on rm." world

Iicility,amicability, particularly with regards to the concept of risk. Oncertaiz2ty

as a standard covonent of decision making s,ld be introduced.

the elementary school

1) calculators ir2 the ClarierOan should be introduced and used in

to mathematics

2) The computer should be presented as a too/ that is rot unique

and intrtductory statistics should be intrDduced.

3) Real Tybrid applications of probability, , graphical analysjs,

Health

There can be little doubt that technologic:el developnents have had both
positiw and negative effects on pevle's health. Tb X-rY a ausPected

fracture or re-attach a retina with a laser ama technological commonplaces in

medicine. Ev'n
with

to hone, chlorinating' a water sumy anzi freezing food

for storaga have been major advances in cur health care. In many cases, We
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seem to focus on medical health care rather than public health care when

describing the effects of technology. It is the latter, however, which

children encounter and take for granted in their daily lives. must it may be

an interesting starting, point for the curriculum developer.

JUst as well known are the negative effects technological developments have

cm health. Lead -based paints are harmful to children; lead in car exhaust is

harmful to us all. Public health concerns also focus on waste disposal, air

quality, automobile safety.

Worker health issues mist also be explored. From radiation levels in

uranium mines to a farmer's use of a pesticide, the workplace is filled with

health hazards directly related to technological development. Not only lust

these hazards be directly addressed, but also the social and political efforts

expended to regulate then nest be made explicit. The relationship between

economic development and worker health lust be explored (perhaps in conjunction

with social studies).

RECCHENDADITCINS:

1) Public health care in the face of technological development

must be presented. Bioethics issues should be addressed here.

2) Health care issues in the workplace mist be examined.

3) Unit 7 in the Division Three Health Education guide should

be expanded to include these.

4) If #3 is not possible, the issues may be best addressed in

secaxlary social studies.
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHM

THEMES ILVEG

Elementary Middle Secondary

1) Technical Skills

a) Calculator X X X
b) Keyboarding X
c) Using a computer as a

helpful tool
i) Electronic mail x x

ii) Work pcooessing X X
iii) Database use X X

2) Cannunicatim Skills

a) Reading for information X X
b) Writing reports X X
c) Articulating ideas and

values orally X X
d) Effective listening X X

skills

a) Approdmating X
b) Use of praelistic reasoning X

4) Meanings for Technology

a) Personal X
b) Civic X
c) Cultural

x

X
X

X

5) Goals of Technology

a) Social goals: Driven by
human purpose X X

b) Product goals: Hardware X X

6) Doing Technology

a) Technical X
b) Organizational

i) Social systems of
manufacture (economics,
trade unions, management

ii)
of tech) X
Social systems of use
(laws, public policy) X

c) Cultural
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Elementary Middle Secondary

7) The interaction between science
and technology: R & D X

8) Values and technology

9) People who do technology

a) Non-stereotypic
b) telex social network with

rewards and sanctions

10) TectIncicgy and decision making

a) The decision makers inside
Technology

b) 'Itte decision makers outside
X X

Technol X
c) The role o

ogy X
f the public (see #12) X

d) Risk-benefit analysis (see #10)

11) Benefits and costs of technology

a) Technology assessment
b) Appropriate technologies Xc) Decision making and undsrtainty X
d) Risk analysis
e) Technology and the econcuy
f) Public health concerns X
g) Worker health concerns X
h) Social origins of information

12) The relationship between technology
and society

a) The relationship is two-way
b) Society can influence the shape

of future technologies
i) ling X

Public policy
iii) Special interest groups
iv) Legal routes
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DESIGNING, PIANNIIC AND IMPIDENTATION

1. DESIGNING

1.1 Frr

1.1.1 Can a child erosive (describe, discuss or otherwise communicate) or
identif'y tigation a fit or misfit be :.peen an artifact or
system and set of human requirements (desires, needs)?

1.1.2 Can a child judge the quality of the fit or misfit ('How well does it
work?) and express this judgement?

1.1.3 Can a child reattogniz e that swathing might be done to improve, rectify
or change an act, or if there is a good fit, to leave things as
they are?

1.1.4 Can a child identify criteria which are relevant to improving the
quality of fit?

1.2 HOLISM

1.2.1 Can a child analyse a misfit ('Design problem') in such a way that he
takes into acccunt such factors and considerations as:

J.) Economic (cost, time, availability of materials).

ii) Social (awareness of others and of the effect of the
designed artifact/systeem upon them) .

iii) Ethical (morality of proposed change) .

1.2.2 Can a child mould all the aspects of a design problem in a balanced,
interactive

1.2.3 Can a child fit ends to means as well as means to ends?

1.3 EtSMULATION

1.3.1 Can a child state or restate the design problem? (In order to arrive at
its essence.)

1.3.2 Can a child look at a particular solution and work backwards to
reformulate the original problem?

1.3.3 Can a child generate a variety of possible provisions (solutions) to a
design problem?
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1.4 CONVERGENCY

1.4.1 Can a child decrease the variety of possible solutions and short.;
cataitment to a specific, practical proposal?

1.4.2 Can a child explain atx1 justify the reason for his choice of one in
preference to others?

1.5 DATA SEARCH

1.5.1 Can a child recognise the need for the collection of information which
is appropriate to the problem?

1.5.2 Can a child search for generate, collate and judge the reliability and
usefulness of iniormatictie

1.5.3 Can a child apply the relevant information, which he has obtained., to
aid the solution of the problem?

1.6 124AGIIC OR CCGNniivE IIDDELLING

1.6.1 Can the child ure a description of an artefact, system (or parts
of such things mind's eye?

1.6.2 Can he manipulate the images? (Rotate, assemble, change colour or
texture, cause interpenetration or change form.)

1.6.3 Can the child express these images? (Sketch, =dell etc.)

1.7 DESIGN MDDELLM

1.7.1 Can a child demonstrate the purpose of modelling? (Iconic, symbolic,
analogue.)

a. to simplify (by reduction to essentials)
b. to shot =respondence (eg by analogy)
c. to give orphasis (e.g. to salient features)
d. to extrapolate (eg. trends)
e. to skillets (eg. lighting change)

1.7.2 Can a child detect the limit of usefulness of a form of modelling?
when scaling down invalidates a model.)

(eg.

1.7.3 Can a child translate one form of model or simulation to another form orto reality? 7k-7CE:cat diagram to assembled comments.)
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2. PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATICK AND EVAIDATION

2.1 PLANNING

2.1.1 Can a child cost the production of an artefact or system? (in terms of
use of material resources, time, energy, social effects.)

2.1.2 Can a child distinguish between the difference of producing a single
artefact or manufaccturing for bulk production?

2.1.3 Can a child plan a of operations in an appropriate order which
will lead tothd on of an artefact or system?

2 . 2 IMPLEMENTATICti

2.2.1 Can a child dencrie'crate that he is alert to the possibility that anunforeseen difficulty may arise during making which may indicate an
alternative means of realisation or production?

2.2.2 C*.x. a c i1 deal effectively with such difficulties by acquiring newstrategies, intonation or skills?

2.2.3 Can a child execute a task with due regard to the need for safe
practice?

2.2.4 Can a child choose and use appropriate tools, materials and appliances
to acchieve his purpose--

2.3 EVAIDATION

2.3.1 Can a child evaluate and offer a continuing critique on the process, andprogress of his design?

2.3.2 Can a child re-evaluate at the conclusion of realisation (after asuitable intercirame) the quality of the match between design and
need?

2.3.3 Can a child analyse and evaluate the approach and solution adopted by
other designers?
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